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India has the largest child population in the world. Children’s Development is as important as the development of material resources and the best way to 
develop national human resources is to take care of children.  

All out efforts are being made by India for the development and welfare of children. Significant progress has been made in many fields in assuring their basic 
rights. However, much remains to be done. Our country renews its commitment and determination to give the highest priority to the basic needs and rights 
of children as they are most vulnerable to exploitation and abuse. 

Human Helping Hands is an organization run by a number of dedicated volunteers who have keen interest in helping Orphan Children who at a very young 
age face many hurdles in the journey of life. We being the upcoming youth of INDIA want to take part in social service to save and preserve the childhood of 
the future citizens. 

'Giving education is our fight; it's their birth right' 

This noble initiative was taken by a group of volunteers interested in helping unfortunate people to the maximum extent & decided to bring about a change 
in the lives of these un-blossomed seeds:  
 

 Educating children.  

 Providing them with basic needs like clothes and housing etc. through different orphanages.  

 Helping poor children with books and stationary.  

 Providing them better tutors and creating peaceful environment.  

 By abolishing Child Labour and Child Marriages.  
 Spreading Awareness and Happiness.  

 Providing medical facilities in rural areas.  
 
We are committed in our efforts to provide the basic needs to those unfortunate. We have a continuous goal, to provide support, share experiences and 
make those unfortunate people realize that they are not alone in this battle of life. We choose to focus on the individual child and the challenges they may 
face. We emphasize their abilities, not their disabilities. 

'Creating awareness is our intention and education is our weapon' 

"Our goal is to continue to help the unfortunate people of this country, but we can only do that with your continued support!” 
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H-Cube TEAM MESSAGE!! 
We were a group of friends who just completed schooling and were left with a lot of free time in our hands. So we decided on a hobby to kill time. And 

Human Helping Hands was the result of it. Yes, a humble beginning. Just another experience to make us all the wiser. And with that in our mind we started 

visiting orphanages and giving required stuff to kids there. Maybe spreading happiness is addictive or maybe it is not. But seeing the smiles on their faces 

inspired us to continue and do more activities of similar kind. 

Since then we’ve come a long way. We grew up and with us, so did our ideas and passions. And many of them are centred on our NGO Human Helping 

Activities. Thanks to the continued support from our supporters and well-wishers, we were able to pull off a string of activities. But whatever the scenario 

maybe, it is the smile on a child’s face that stays fresh and long in our minds, giving us the strength to grow and put in more effort. 
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COLOR CARNIVAL 2K14-15 
Drawing increases concentration, aids in fine motor skills, encourages color awareness and stimulates creative thinking. Color Carnival is a Drawing 
Competition conducted by Human Helping Hands, to make the children realize drawing is one of the key educational tools 
in the early learning stage. 

It was a successful event with more than 150 participants across the city from different schools, the students were made to 
realize the importance the participation over that of winning by giving them participation certificates. 

A second Color Carnival in the year 2015 was conducted in a Government school 
near Medchal with 80 participants. 

  “It was so good and exciting to participate in this competition and being part of 

this cause.”                                                                                              -Rutazeet Ritik Rout 

                                                                                                                                            IX A  

. “Lead a colorful life. Come lend a hand, lend a helping hand!” 
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INDEPENDENCE DAY 2K14 
  

We celebrated Independence Day 2K14 by inspiring patriotism among the street children by distributing our National 

flags and educating them about the real importance of the Independence day and the effort put in by our great 

leaders to achieve it and also providing them with some snacks and juices. 

Later we visited Grace Social and Educational Society at Sainikpuri and spent 

some precious time with the kids there by playing few games like football and 

cricket. And then we conducted few activities like dance and music. We even distributed few eatables and stationery 

to those kids. 

We at last ended the day by singing National Anthem with those kids. 

“Independence means enjoying freedom and empowering others too to let them do so.” 
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REAL CELEBRATIONS OF FESTIVAL 
 

We celebrated Diwali & Dussera 2K14 with the children of Grace Social and Educational Society at Sainikpuri 

and Valmiki Foundation at Bowenpally by providing them some books, stationary, eatables and juices. We 

celebrated it in a pollution free and traditional way by lighting diyas, exchanging wishes and gifted those kids 

few useful items. 

We even educated those kids about the environmental issues 

and climatic changes caused by bursting crackers and other 

environmental hazardous things. 

 

 

 

 

“Festivals promote diversity, they bring neighbors into dialogue, they increase creativity, 

they offer opportunities for civic pride, and they improve our general psychological well-

being. In short, they make cities better places to live.” 
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SPREADING AWARENESS & HAPPINESS 
Now a days the best way to reach more and more people is internet so we at Human Helping Hands thought we can educate and create awareness among 

people through some online tools like YouTube and blogs. We made few clips which encourage people to come out and help others who are in need and then 

we made videos about children education and child labor to create awareness among public which has reached more than 1000 people through our 

Facebook page. We look forward to keep up these works and make many more videos. 

 

These are few snap shots of the videos we made for spreading 

awareness and happiness among the people. 
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MEDICAL CAMP 2K15 
Human Helping Hands conducted a MEDICAL CAMP at a Government School in a village named GIRMAPUR located in the interiors of Medchal. There was a 

General Check Up Camp and also an Eye Check Up Camp by Vasan Eye Care (Begumpet). There was also a drawing competition for the kids of the 

Government School. We gave away stationary to all the kids. The medicines for the camp were sponsored by LIFECARE PHARMA and Asutosa. We would also 

like to thank the doctors: 

 Dr. Namita Bung  
Dr. Lubna Tarannum  
Dr. Rubina Afreen  
Dr. Hina  
Also we would like to thank all the volunteers who came forward to help us in making this Camp successful .It would have 
not been possible without the support of everyone who were involved either directly or indirectly.  
The villagers were extremely happy and blessed us all success in future especially old people and the ones who cannot go 

out to cities for basic medication. 
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OTHER ACTIVITIES 

 

Better things are coming 
                 

 

 

 

 

 

At beginning of the Year 2K15 we donated few teaching 
equipments to Green Multi Rehabilitation Centre for 
Special Children which is a place where extra special 
children are treated with special attention at a nominal 
price. 
 

“WE RISE BY LIFTING OTHERS” 
-ROBERT INGERSOLL. 
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Office Address: Flat No: 4E, Somu Residency, Near HDFC BANK, OPP Deewan Dhaba, Petbhasheerabad, Jeedimetla, Hyderabad-55 
Mobile No: 9000966664, 9550611338 Email ID: info@thehcube.org   Website: www.thehcube.org 

HUMAN HELPING HANDS BOARD : 

AJR REAL ESTATES PVT LTD              ASUTOSA INFORMATICS PVT LTD               KONTACT HYDERABAD                              LIFE CARE PHARMA        VASAVI PRINTERS 


